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NEW QUESTION: 1
When leaching the squat exercise, which of the following
techniques is considered MOST appropriate?
A. Torso and tibia are parallel in the squat position
B. Pushing upward through the balls of the feet
C. Hips drop deeper than shoulders in the squat
D. Knees shift forward beyond the toes
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You have a Power BI app named App1. The privacy for the App1
app workspace is set to Private.
A user named User1 reports that App1 does not appear in the My
organization AppSource. App1 appears in
the My organization AppSource for your account.
You need to ensure that User1 sees App1 from the My
organization AppSource.
What should you do?
A. From the app workspace, click Update app, configure the
Content settings, and then click Update app.
B. From the app workspace, click Update app, configure the
Access setting, and then click Update app.
C. From the app workspace, share the dashboard.
D. From the app workspace settings, add a member.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3

Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Set the forest function level and the Domain functional level
both to Windows Server 2003.
Also check Domain Name (DNS) server.
Note:
* When you deploy AD DS, set the domain and forest functional
levels to the highest value that your environment can support.
This way, you can use as many AD DS features as possible. For
example, if you are sure that you will never add domain
controllers that run Windows Server 2003 to the domain or
forest, select the Windows Server 2008 functional level during
the deployment process. However, if you might retain or add
domain controllers that run Windows Server 2003, select the
Windows Server 2003 functional level.
* You can set the domain functional level to a value that is
higher than the forest functional level. For example, if the
forest functional level is Windows Server 2003, you can set the
domain functional level to Windows Server 2003or higher.
Reference: Understanding Active Directory Domain Services (AD
DS) Functional Levels

NEW QUESTION: 4
WÃ¤hlen Sie fÃ¼r jede der folgenden Aussagen Ja aus, wenn die
Aussage wahr ist. Andernfalls wÃ¤hlen Sie Nein. HINWEIS: Jede

richtige Auswahl ist einen Punkt wert.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Section: Understand Azure Pricing and Support
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